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Abstract. Laser-based angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and two-photon
photoemission spectroscopy (2PPES) are employed to study the valence electronic structure of
the Weyl semimetal candidate Td-WTe2 along two high symmetry directions and for binding
energies between ≈ −1 eV and 5 eV. The experimental data show a good agreement with band
structure calculations. Polarization dependent measurements provide furthermore information
on initial and intermediate state symmetry properties with respect to the mirror plane of the Td
structure of WTe2.
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1. Introduction
As a potential type-II Weyl semimetal [1], the tran-
sition metal dichalcogenide WTe2 attracted consid-
erable interest in recent years. Even though char-
acteristic Weyl points and Fermi arcs in the elec-
tronic structure could not directly be observed so
far [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], several experimental studies
clearly evidenced the topologically nontrivial phase in
this material [9, 10, 11, 12]. WTe2 crystallizes in a dis-
torted 1T structure (Td structure) with an orthorhom-
bic unit cell as shown in Fig. 1(a) [13]. It consists of
covalently bonded Te-W-Te trilayers that are held to-
gether via weak van der Waals forces resulting in a
natural cleavage plane perpendicular to the layers in
[001] direction. The bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) and its
(001) surface projection are shown in Fig. 1(b). Re-
sults of a band structure calculation along three se-
lected high symmetry directions of the bulk Brillouin
zone are shown in Fig. 1(c). Further band structure
data are provided in Fig. S1 of the supplemental ma-
terial.
In this work, we report on a combined laser-
based ARPES and 2PPES study of the occupied and
unoccupied electronic structure of Td -WTe2. The
combination of these complementary photoemission
techniques enables us to access a binding energy range
between ≈ −1 eV and 5 eV with respect to the Fermi
energy EF. Analysis of the polarization dependence
of ARPES and 2PPES spectra reveal information on
the symmetry of the probed occupied and unoccupied
states with respect to the mirror plane of the Td
structure. The data additionally provide insights into
the final state electronic structure above the vacuum
energy EV. Overall, band energies, band dispersions,
and symmetry properties as determined from the
experimental data show a good agreement with orbital-
resolved band structure calculations.
2. Experimental details and theoretical
method
High-quality Td -WTe2 crystals were grown using a
chemical vapour transport technique. Stoichiometric
tungsten powder (99.9 %) and tellurium powder
(99.99 %) were ground together and loaded into a
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Figure 1. Crystal and electronic structure of Td-WTe2. (a)
Orthorhombic unit cell with experimental lattice constants at
T = 113 K [14]. The mirror plane (b-c plane) of the Td structure
is indicated. (b) 3D Brillouin zone and its projection onto
the (001) surface. High symmetry planes ΓXY and ZUT are
indicated in red and gray, respectively. (c) Calculated bulk band
structure along selected high symmetry directions. The bands
highlighted by blue dashed lines are observed in the bichromatic
2PPES spectra. The bands highlighted by blue and green solid
lines are observed in the monochromatic 2PPES spectra. Even
(e) and odd (o) symmetry of these bands with respect to the
mirror plane of the Td structure of WTe2 is indicated. The
numbering of the bands is introduced for comparison with the
experimental results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Details
regarding the three markers and the shaded area in the band
structure data along Γ-Z are given in the text.
quartz tube with a small amount of the transport
agent TeBr4. All weighing and mixing was carried
out in a glove box. The tube was sealed under
vacuum and placed in a two-zone furnace. The
hot zone and the cold zone were maintained for
one week at a constant temperature of 800 ◦C and
700 ◦C, respectively. Prior to the photoemission
experiments, the Td -WTe2 samples were cleaved at
room temperature under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
conditions (3× 10−10 mbar). From the low-energy
cutoff of the ARPES spectra, we determined a value
of Φ ≈ 4.9 eV for the work function of the samples.
A scheme of the experimental setup, consisting
of a tunable femtosecond laser system and an
UHV chamber, is shown in Fig. 2(a) [15].
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ARPES and 2PPES measurements were performed
with the second harmonic output of a non-collinear
optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) (ORPHEUS-N-
3H, Light Conversion) that is pumped by the third
harmonic of a chirped pulse amplifier (PHAROS, Light
Conversion). For monochromatic 2PPES experiments,
the photon energy hν was varied between 3.0 eV
(413 nm) and 4.7 eV (264 nm) in steps of 0.1 eV. For
the ARPES experiments, we used 5.9 eV (210 nm)
light pulses that were produced by second harmonic
generation (SHG) of the 2.95 eV (420 nm) output of
the NOPA system. The 5.9 eV pulses were also used
as probe pulses in bichromatic 2PPES experiments.
30 fs near infrared (NIR) / visible (VIS) pump pulses
were generated by an additional NOPA (ORPHEUS-
N-2H, Light Conversion) that is pumped by the second
harmonic of the chirped pulse amplifier. Pump photon
energies were varied between 1.5 eV (827 nm) and
1.9 eV (653 nm). The maximum incident pump fluence
on the sample surface was ≈ 110 µJ cm−2. The
polarization of the laser light could be switched from
s- to p-polarization using tunable zero-order half-wave
plates. Here, s- (p-) polarization denotes the case that
the electric field vector lies perpendicular to the plane
of incidence (in the plane of incidence) held by the
sample surface normal and the direction of incidence
of the laser light.
Photoelectron spectra were recorded with a
SPECS Phoibos 100 analyzer. For the ARPES and
bichromatic 2PPES experiments, the total energy
resolution was 40 meV. For the monochromatic 2PPES
experiments, the total energy resolution was 74 meV
to 90 meV, depending on the photon energy. The
quality of sample cleavage and the crystallographic
orientation of the sample surface was checked by low-
energy electron diffraction (LEED) (BDL600IR MCP2,
OCI Vacuum). For the photoemission experiments, the
Td -WTe2 samples were aligned either in Γ-X or in Γ-
Y direction of the (001) surface Brillouin zone with
respect to the analyzer entrance slit [see LEED image
in Fig. 2(b)]. All measurements were performed at
room temperature.
The electronic band structure was calculated by
ab-initio calculation based on density functional theory
(DFT) with Projector augmented-wave (PAW) method
[16] as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP) [17]. The exchange and correlation
energies were considered on the level of the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) with a Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [18]. The energy cutoff
was set to be 350 eV for the plane wave basis. The
experimental lattice constants from Ref. [14] were used
in all the calculations [see Fig. 1(a)].
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Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the combined laser-based ARPES and
2PPES setup. Details are described in the text. (b) LEED image
of the (001) surface of Td-WTe2 with the surface Brillouin zone
indicated.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. ARPES results
Figure 3(a) shows ARPES intensity maps of Td -
WTe2 along Γ-X and Γ-Y recorded using s-polarized
light. Overall, the spectra conform with results
of other ARPES studies that used similar photon
energies of hν ≈ 6 eV [2, 6, 19]. For comparison,
the experimental data are overlaid with results of
the band structure calculations along Γ-X and Γ-
Y. Band energies and band dispersions predicted
by the calculations are reproduced reasonably well.
Due to matrix element effects, some of the bands
are not visible in the spectra [3]. As expected
for a measurement in s-polarization geometry and
within the free electron final state approximation, we
observe for most bands a considerable reduction in the
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Figure 3. Laser-based ARPES data of Td-WTe2 in comparison to band structure calculations. (a) ARPES intensity maps (binding
energy E − EF vs. surface parallel momentum kx and ky, respectively) along Γ-X and Γ-Y in comparison to calculated band
structures along Γ-X and Γ-Y. Spectra were recorded with s-polarized light at hν =5.9 eV. (b) Calculated Tellurium and Tungsten
contributions to the bands along Γ-Y in the energy range covered by the ARPES data. The size of the data points indicates the
respective orbital contribution to the individual bands. In Fig. S2 of the supplemental material, the orbital-resolved data are shown
separately. (c) Comparison of ARPES intensity maps along Γ-Y recorded with s-polarized light (left) and p-polarized light (right)
at hν =5.9 eV. Results of the band structure calculations along Γ-Y are added with solid lines indicating bands of even symmetry
and dashed lines indicating bands of odd symmetry with respect to the mirror plane of the Td structure.
photoemission yield at Γ, i.e., for normal emission [20].
However, in the binding energy range between −0.2 eV
and −0.4 eV along Γ-X, the signal becomes maximum
for normal emission. We suspect final state effects
being responsible for this observation: The results
of the band structure calculations indicate that we
observe here a resonant transition to bulk final states
at E − EF ≈ 5.6 eV indicated by the green marker in
Fig. 1(c). These states show only a weak dispersion
in normal direction, i.e., along Γ-Z, implying that this
transition is not well described by the free electron final
state approximation.
The ARPES data along the Γ-Y direction was
taken with the UV light incident in the mirror plane
of the Td structure of WTe2 so that the analysis
of the polarization dependence allows for conclusions
on the symmetry of the probed initial states with
respect to the mirror plane [21, 22]. ARPES spectra
recorded with p-polarized (s-polarized) light probe
initial state wave functions with even (odd) symmetry.
The comparison with orbital-resolved band structure
data shown in Fig. 3(b) enables us to identify
the orbital contributions probed with the different
polarizations: dyz, dx2−y2 , dz2 , py, and pz are even
with respect to reflection in the mirror plane of the Td
structure, whereas dxy, dxz, and px orbitals are odd
with respect to reflection in the mirror plane of the
Td structure. Fig. 3(c) directly compares ARPES
intensity maps along Γ-Y recorded with s-polarized
light and p-polarized light, respectively. The distinct
differences in the spectra result to large extent from the
dipole selection rules. The parabolic band observed
close to EF with s-polarized light conforms with the
predominant Te-px and W-dxz character of the hole-
like bands in this energy range [see Fig. 3(b)]. The
second band visible in the s-polarized data can be
assigned to the hole-like band at a binding energy of
EB ≈ −0.6 eV, which also shows a predominant Te-px
and W-dxz character. The weak photoemission signal
observed in the p-polarized data in this energy range
conforms with the Te-pz and W-dz2 orbital character of
the next higher lying band along Γ-Y. Note that both
bands are downward dispersing along Γ-Z and cross
each other halfway between Γ and Z [see blue marker
in Fig. 1(c)]. In general, an ARPES experiment
probes a momentum cut at a finite value of the wave
vector perpendicular to the surface projected BZ that
depends on photon energy, crystal inner potential,
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Figure 4. Bichromatic 2PPES data of Td-WTe2. (a) Comparison of bichromatic 2PPES intensity maps (binding energy E − EF
vs. surface parallel momentum kx) along Γ-X recorded before the excitation with the pump pulse (∆t = −1 ps) and at temporal
overlap between pump and probe pulse (∆t = 0 fs). The data were recorded with p-polarized pump pulses (hν = 1.7 eV) and
s-polarized probe pulses (hν = 5.9 eV). (b) Difference 2PPES intensity map along Γ-X compiled from subtraction of data recorded
at ∆t = −1 ps and ∆t = 0 fs. The data cover an excited energy range up to a binding energy of E − EF = 1.6 eV. Results of band
structure calculations along Γ-X are included as white lines. The red dashed line shows results of the band structure calculations
along Γ-X at E − EF ≈ 4.6 eV for comparison with the electron-like parabola visible in the difference 2PPES intensity map. Note
the different energy scales in (a) and (b). (c) Difference EDCs deduced from difference 2PPES intensity maps for different pump
photon energies. The blue markers indicate the shift in energy of the minimum of the electron-like parabola. 2PPES intensities were
integrated over a momentum window of ±0.025A−1 around Γ. (d) Schematic illustration of the 2PPE process with the NIR / VIS
pulses acting as probe pulses.
electron momentum parallel to the surface, and final
state effective mass [21]. The appearance of the two
bands at similar binding energies and shifted to higher
binding energies in comparison to the results of the
band structure calculations along Γ-Y may therefore
indicate that in our experiment we probe the band
structure at a finite momentum value in the surface
normal direction. The data recorded with p-polarized
light is finally dominated by a broad spectral feature
extending from E − EF ≈ −0.2 eV to −0.4 eV. The
band structure calculations predict in this energy range
two bands with even symmetry formed from Te-pz, W-
dz2 , and W-dyz orbitals, which merge at Γ. These
bands exhibit a strong dispersion along Γ-Z [see red
marker in Fig. 1(c)] covering an overall energy range
of ≈ 0.25 eV. We assume that the observed spectral
broadening results from a combination of the Γ-Z
dispersion and a limited momentum resolution of the
ARPES experiment normal to the sample surface.
3.2. Bichromatic 2PPES results
Figure 4(a) compares bichromatic 2PPES data along
Γ-X recorded at temporal overlap of a p-polarized
1.7 eV-pump pulse and a s-polarized UV-probe pulse
(temporal delay ∆t = 0 fs) with data recorded well
before the excitation, i.e., at ∆t = −1 ps. The
excitation by the intense pump pulse transiently
populates states above the Fermi energy EF and
allows, therefore, addressing part of the unoccupied
electronic structure. The transient spectral signal in
the excited state regime, which is barely visible in
the raw data, becomes substantially enhanced in a
difference intensity representation as shown in Fig.
4(b). The graph covers the excited state regime up to
binding energies of E−EF = 1.6 eV and was compiled
by subtracting 2PPES intensity maps recorded at
∆t = −1 ps from 2PPES intensity maps recorded at
∆t = 0 fs. In the data, we resolve a hole-like band
crossing EF at kx ≈ ±0.2A−1 and an electron-like
band with an energy minimum at E − EF ≈ 0.4 eV.
The hole-like band agrees well with the results of the
band structure calculations [see solid white lines in
Fig. 4(b)] and was observed in a time-resolved ARPES
study of Td -WTe2 before [19]. However, the band
structure calculations do not yield any indication for
an electron-like band in the relevant energy-momentum
range. Remarkably, a change in the photon energy of
the pump pulse by ∆hν results in a corresponding shift
of the kinetic energy at which the electron-like parabola
appears in the spectra [see peak in the difference energy
distribution curves (EDCs) at Γ indicated by the blue
markers in Fig. 4(c)]. This observation implies that
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Figure 5. Monochromatic 2PPES data of Td-WTe2. (a) 2PPES intensity maps (kinetic energy Ekin vs. surface parallel momentum
kx) along Γ-X recorded with p-polarized light at hν = 4.7 eV. EDCs derived from this intensity map (solid line) as well as from
an intensity map recorded with s-polarized light (dashed line) are shown to the right. 2PPES intensities were integrated over a
momentum window of ±0.025A−1 around Γ. The 2PPES data are overlaid with results of the band structure calculations along
Γ-X. Only bands are shown that were clearly identified in the p-polarized experimental data. Red lines indicate initial states, blue
lines indicate intermediate states, green lines indicate final states. The color-coded markers in the EDCs indicate the corresponding
spectral peaks. (b) Comparison of 2PPES intensity maps along Γ-X recorded at different photon energies. Data were recorded with
p-polarized light. The color-coded lines indicate the kinetic energy shifts expected for initial states (red line), intermediate states
(blue line) and final states (green line). (c) Peak kinetic energies at Γ as a function of hν deduced from Gaussian multi-peak fits of
p-polarized and s-polarized monochromatic 2PPES data along Γ-X. The numbering of the bands allows for better comparison with
the band structure data in Fig. 1 and the experimental results shown in Fig. 6.
for the detection of the electron-like band the role of
pump and probe pulses are inverted and that the final
photoemission process determining the kinetic energy
of the photoelectrons is now due to the NIR / VIS
pulse [see Fig. 4(d)]. The reanalysis of the data
under consideration of the inversion of pump and probe
process results in a corrected value of E−EF ≈ 4.6 eV
for the energy minimum of the electron-like band. The
dashed red line in Fig. 4(b) shows for comparison the
results of the band structure calculations along Γ-X
in the corresponding energy range, which match the
experimental data reasonably well.
3.3. Monochromatic 2PPES results
Figure 5(a) shows monochromatic 2PPES intensity
maps along Γ-X recorded with p-polarized light at
hν = 4.7 eV. To the right, the graph additionally
includes EDCs at Γ extracted from the 2PPES
intensity map shown to the left as well as from
data recorded with s-polarized light. We observe a
multitude of bands, which vary in their intensity and
relative peak position as the photon energy is changed
[see Fig. 5(b)].
Spectral peaks of monochromatic 2PPES data can
be due to initial states with binding energies E < EF,
intermediate states with EF < E < EV, or final states
with E > EV. An assignment is possible by analyzing
the shift in the peak kinetic energy as a function of
photon energy hν [23]. For monochromatic 2PPES
data, the observation of an energy shift by 2 · ∆hν
(∆hν) is indicative for an initial state (intermediate
state). Here, ∆hν denotes the change in the photon
energy. In contrast, final states yield no energy shift in
the peak kinetic energy at all. Characteristic kinetic
energy shifts are exemplarily indicated by the color-
coded straight lines in Fig. 5(b) for selected spectral
features that are due to initial, intermediate, and
final states, respectively. For the evaluation of the
2PPES data, we performed Gaussian multi-peak fits
to the EDCs around Γ. Figure 5(c) summarizes peak
kinetic energies as a function of hν as deduced from
EDCs recorded with p-polarized and s-polarized laser
light along Γ-X. The different slopes associated with
initial, intermediate, and final states are well resolved
in the data and are color-coded correspondingly. The
discrimination of the state character allows for an
evaluation of the state binding energies and finally
an assignment to the results of the band structure
calculation, partly under consideration of the band
dispersion along Γ-X. Results of this analysis are
included in Fig. 5(a), with an initial state shown as red
line, intermediate states shown as blue lines, and a final
state shown as green line. Note that only calculated
bands are included which could uniquely be identified
in the p-polarized experimental data.
By analogy with the ARPES data, the polariza-
tion dependence of the monochromatic 2PPES signal in
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normal emission along Γ-Y contains information about
the intermediate state symmetry with respect to the
mirror plane of the Td structure of WTe2. Figure
6(a) compares monochromatic 2PPES data recorded
along Γ-Y at a photon energy of hν = 4.5 eV with
s- and p-polarization, respectively. We selected this
data set for the symmetry analysis as for a photon
energy of hν = 4.5 eV all six bands associated with
bands in the intermediate state energy range are vis-
ible in the spectra [see Fig. 5(c)]. The intensity map
is overlaid with the intermediate state band structure
along Γ-Y with the bands highlighted that could be
assigned based on the kinetic energy analysis of the
2PPES data. Figure 6(b) shows in comparison the
calculated orbital-resolved band structure data. The
lowest energy band at E −EF ≈ 1.3 eV is visible with
s-polarized light and lies at Γ close to a final state res-
onance. Still, at finite momentum we can clearly iden-
tify the downward dispersing character of the band as
predicted by theory. Near Γ, the band is predomi-
nantly formed from Te-px and W-dxy orbitals and ex-
hibits therefore an odd symmetry with respect to the
mirror plane in accordance with the observation with
s-polarized light. The same orbital character is also
found for the band visible in the s-polarized data at
E − EF ≈ 2.5 eV. Finally, the odd symmetry of the
band seen at E − EF ≈ 3.5 eV arises from a Te-px or-
bital character. In the p-polarized data set, we identify
two unoccupied bands at E − EF ≈ 2 eV and a fur-
ther unoccupied band at E−EF ≈ 4.2 eV. The orbital
character of the two low energy bands is predominantly
Te-py and W-dyz (with an increasing W-dz2 contribu-
tion at high momentum for the lower band). The even
symmetry of the high energy band mainly arises from
Te-py orbitals and some contributions from Te-s and
W-s orbitals. Overall, the accordance between the po-
larization dependence of the 2PPES spectra along Γ-Y
and the orbital character predicted by the band struc-
ture calculations confirms the band assignment that
we made based on the kinetic energy and dispersion
analysis of the experimental data.
Finally, two final state resonances can be identified
in the monochromatic 2PPES data [see Fig. 5(c)].
The observed kinetic energies correspond to binding
energies of E − EF ≈ 6.0 eV and E − EF ≈ 6.9 eV.
A convincing assignment of the latter state to results
of the band structure calculations is possible [cf. Fig.
1(c)] and is correspondingly included in the 2PPES
spectra shown in Fig. 5(a). However, the band
structure calculations do not yield any indication for a
band near E − EF ≈ 6.0 eV. The resonance is instead
located within a surface projected band gap at Γ [see
green shaded area in Fig. 1(c)] indicating that we
probe here a surface located resonance in the final state
energy range.
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Figure 6. Symmetry properties of intermediate states. (a)
Comparison of monochromatic 2PPES intensity maps (binding
energy E − EF vs. surface parallel momentum ky) recorded
at hν = 4.5 eV along Γ-Y with s- and p-polarized light. The
experimental data are overlaid with the results of band structure
calculations in the corresponding intermediate state energy
range. Bands that could be assigned based on the kinetic energy
analysis of the 2PPES data are indicated in blue, with solid lines
indicating bands of even symmetry and dashed lines indicating
bands of odd symmetry with respect to the mirror plane of the
Td structure. The numbering of the bands allows for better
comparison with the band structure data in Fig. 1 and the
experimental results shown in Fig. 5. (b) Calculated Tellurium
and Tungsten contributions to the bands along Γ-Y in the energy
range covered by the monochromatic 2PPES data. The size of
the data points indicates the respective orbital contribution to
the individual bands. In Fig. S2 of the supplemental material,
the orbital-resolved data are shown separately.
4. Conclusion
In combining laser-based ARPES and 2PPES, we
studied in this work the valence electronic structure
of the Weyl semimetal candidate Td -WTe2 along two
high symmetry directions of the crystalline structure.
The low photon energy provided by the laser system
considerably limits the accessible momentum range
to values close to Γ, however, the bichromatic and
monochromatic 2PPES data enabled us to access the
unoccupied electronic structure up to binding energies
of E − EF ≈ 5 eV. Furthermore, the high flexibility in
tuning the polarization state of the laser light enabled
us to experimentally gain information on initial and
intermediate state symmetries under consideration of
the dipole selection rules in photoemission. Based
on these results and in comparison with band
structure calculations, it was possible to identify the
predominant orbital contributions to the ARPES and
2PPES signal for photoemission within the mirror
plane of the Td structure of WTe2.
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I. BAND STRUCTURE OF TD-WTE2
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FIG. S1. Calculated bulk band structure of Td -WTe2 along high symmetry directions of the
Brillouin zone.
II. ORBITAL-RESOLVED BAND STRUCTURES
FIG. S2. Calculated orbital-resolved band structures along Γ-Y for the initial and intermediate
state energy range covered by the ARPES and 2PPES data. The size of the data points indicates
the respective orbital contribution to the individual bands.
